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ABSTRACT

Shaped omni and modular array antenna concepts are being baselined for use on
operations with the NASA Space Network and the High Resolution Solar Observatory
(HRSO) Satellite Free Flyer Concept. This mission requires 16 MBPS return links,
1 KBPS multiple access links, and a completely redundant set of gimballed antennas to
support these links with 90% continuous coverage from TDRSS (Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System). This presentation will discuss in detail how the flexibility of these
components enabled mission planners to tradeoff spacecraft options without sacrificing
mission objectives.

INTRODUCTION

Under NASA’s Research and Technology Objectives and Plans (RTOP) Program the
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has developed a series of antenna concepts that will
provide flexible design alternatives for all space satellites that work with NASA Networks.
The High Resolution Solar Observatory (HRSO) Satellite Design provides a case history
of how NASA Data Link Module (NDLM) components can be assembled to meet various
mission requirements (1).

SHAPED OMNI ANTENNA

The shaped omni antenna provides hemispherical coverage and can be used in tandem to
provide omnidirectional coverage for deployment and retrieval operations.

The design of the shaped omni antennas employs two basic components, the radiating
element and the baffled ground plane BGP . At S-Band cardioid beam shapes are radiated
by a quadrifilar helix element. The helix is fed by baluns which are tuned across the
TDRSS S-Band frequency range 2106 MHz to 2287 MHz .



At higher frequencies, such as the International Data Relay Satellite Ka-Band, a crossed
bowtie antenna may provide the required bandwidth without a matching network.

The BGP concept can probably be scaled for higher frequencies. It enables the shaped
omni to drop from unity gain - at an angle approximately 85 degrees off boresight, to a
level of -35 dBi at 120 degrees off boresight - reducing back radiation and interferometric
patterns when used in pairs. The cardioid pattern of the radiating element is attenuated at
the high end of the bandwidth by the closely spaced baffles on the interior of a low profile
cone, the outer baffles are spaced to provide attenuation for the low frequencies. At a
single frequency very sharp cutoff can occur, but the spacing was varied continuously to
effect a slower cutoff over a wide bandwidth.

With analysis it was shown that only a 4% reduction of 4 pi steradian coverage occurs
when two hybrid coupled antennas’ composite beamwidth shows interferometry. These
antennas can also be combined in a switched mode to avoid that region of interferometry
and reduce the 3 dB insertion loss from the hybrid combiner. Tests on a 12 inch diameter
BGP with a 4 foot x 8 foot metallic mounting interface showed that these low profile omni
antennas can be mounted directly to the side of the spacecraft (2).

MODULAR ARRAY CONCEPT

High gain antennas have been developed using a modular concept. Microstrip arrays
developed at S and Ku-Band are enabling NASA network users to configure their antenna
system to satisfy the best combination of power, weight, and data rate to comply with their
requirements.

The basic antenna elements are the 44" x 11" S-Band transmit/receive array and the
11" x 11" Ku-Band transmit array. The S-Band arrays employ interleaved disk shaped
microstrip elements tuned at 2287 MHz and linear elements tuned at 2106 MHz for
orthogonal beam pointing. The Ku-Band subarrays use a corporate feed that allows for
attachment of active elements at the center feed of one or more subarrays. Various
combinations of antenna array sizes and numbers of power amplifiers yield the same
EIRPs.

Solid State amplifiers have been designed for direct coupling to the microstrip subarrays,
therefore additional losses from the feed network are avoided and failure of one active
component will only slightly degrade the antennas. The subarrays use aluminum
honeycomb for a lightweight and thermally dissipative backing material. A waveguide feed
network is employed to feed a single amplifier’s output to two or more subarrays with
minimal losses.



Autotracking of the narrow beamwidth (1 deg-narrowest required) Ku-Band subarrays may
be achieved without a Ku reciever. A method of amplitude and phase comparison at
S-Band successfully pointed a ground based 4' x 4' Ku- Band array in Phoenix, Arizona
through TDRS to the White Sands Ground Station in New Mexico (3). This capability to
point the Ku antennas is presently being implemented in the NASA Standard Transponder
at S-Band.

Current multiple antenna modular arrays are being evaluated as complexes of colocated S
and Ku-Band antennas that can be steered with the same gimbal. The effects of mutual-
coupling interactions are part of the current investigations as are the thermal, mechanical,
and other electrical interfaces.

HRSO DESIGN CONCEPT

The High Resolution Solar Observatory HRSO Project has a demanding 16 Mbps data rate
as it’s primary science link. The goals of the system planners were to find components that
would satisfy this primary objective to complement the components used for standard
S-Band command and telemetry.

To satisfy the free flyer mission the following data rates are required to be supported:

- Ku-Band Transmit Single Access (requires scheduling with TDRSS)
16 Mbps

- S-Band Transmit Multiple Access - Housekeeping and Telemetry
2 Kbps

- S-Band Receive Multiple Access - Command and Control
1 Kbps

- S-Band Transmit Backup Multiple Access - Deploy/Retrieve/Emergency
100 bps

The last two links will be supported by the shaped omni antennas which are hardwired into
the HRSO RF subsystem. The omnis will be optimized for the final flight design by
changing the size of the baffled ground plane to achieve the best tradeoff of weight, size
vs. low angle cutoff. The current baseline is a 2 pound, 12 inch diameter omni - 4%
interferometry model already tested during our development program. Receive and
transmit channels can be switched in to work with our gimballed antennas. The entire
gimballed antenna is a redundant system to provide additional coverage through TDRSS
data links. The narrow beam Ku signal will be steered with the NASA Standard



Transponder and four S-Band arrays on the Ku antenna periphery that sense amplitude and
phase differences for autotracking (There is no Ku-Band monopulse receiver required).

Figures 1 and 2 show the system block diagrams and planar array layout of the two best
options we traded off in the HRSO study. Table 1 shows the tradeoffs in power, weight,
and antenna array size for three configurations that meet the data rate requirement.

Figure 1 shows a 16 subarray Ku antenna fed by a 20 Mbps data channel. Redundant
antenna mounted amplifiers provide full output power right at the antenna feed. The
shaped omnis are the default S antennas for deployment and retrieval operations. They are
still hardwired in to the S-Band network when the Tracking antennas are switched off the
attenuated lines. The omnis in Figure 1 are also switched to give the user 3 dB additional
link margin.

In Figure 2 an 8 subarray Ku antenna also supports a 20 Mbps data channel by using two
sets of redundant amplifiers feeding 4 subarrays each. This RF system diagram also shows
how the shaped omnis can be hybrid coupled into one composite beam which eliminates
the possibility of failure from an RF switch, but takes away the additional 3 dB margin
from the 125 bps data link.

Table 1 indicates combinations of antenna/amplifier weight, size, and power requirements
that were traded off for the Ku transmit antenna options that were considered for HRSO.

Table 1 Combinations of Modular Array Components that meet HRSO Requirement

Ku Array Data Rate # of Amps Total Array* Total DC Type of
Wt. w/amps Power Input Redundancy

2' x 2' 20 Mbps 4 14.0 lbs 142.8 W 112 data
rate some
degradation

2' x 4' " 2 14.4 lbs. 75.6 W 1/4 data
rate some
degradation

4' x 4' " 1 (1 spare) 22.4 lbs. 42 W requires
redundant
amp

*includes weight for source, modulator



The 4' x 4' antenna is the combination currently being used for the HRSO baseline design.
A 4' x 1' S-Band transmit array is mounted on the same backplane to provide the Multiple
Access Return Link through TDRSS.

The author would like to acknowledge Charles Gilbert of Ball Aerospace Systems
Division for his contribution to the development work done on these antennas.
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